
 

  

Shooting Lane Dividers 

 

Having the proper lane dividers for your range can dramatically improve the perception 
and reality of the safety and quality of the range. 

Range Systems shooting lane dividers organize the firing line into defined shooting positions, provide 
a location for mounting local target controls, and offer protection from adjacent shooting positions. 

Pro-Tacts™ Standard 

Fabricated from ballistic steel plate and covered 
with Dura-Panel™ ballistic rubber, Range Systems 
Pro-Tacts™ Standard lane divider minimizes side 
blast interference from adjacent shooting lanes and 
reduces the hazard of misdirected shots. The Dura-
Panel™ covering is an anti-ricochet material that 
also assists with reducing noise at the firing line. 

A built-in shooting shelf provides a convenient 
location for storing extra rounds, magazines, and 
shooting accessories. You can choose from two 

shelf styles; a laminated shelf top that features a recessed area or a Dura-Panel™ rubber top that 
provides a resilient, non-skid surface.  Both styles are designed to hold items securely and 
accommodate a Sight-Bloc™ shooting rest.  Range Systems Pro-Tacts™ lane dividers are opaque 
and optimal for providing privacy for each shooting lane. 

  

 

 

Pro-Tacts™ Clearview 

The Pro-Tacts™ Clearview shooting stall 
provides an open view of the firing line and 
shooters. This is particularly important in 
ranges when the range master must monitor 
and observe the shooting activity at the firing 
line. Constructed of ballistic glass, it offers the 
same protection to the shooter as our standard 
Pro-Tacts™ lane divider but with visibility of the 
firing line and occupants to provide an 
unobstructed view. The Pro-Tacts™ Clearview 
ballistic glass panels can be detailed to include 
your logo or company name to be unique to 
your facility.  



 

  

Shooting Lane Dividers 

 

Pro-View™ Premium 
 
Range Systems Pro-View™ is the premium 
model in our lane divider product family.  The 
Pro-View™ lane divider delivers firing line 
visibility, a deeper footprint to accommodate an 
instructor and shooter, and the ballistic and 
acoustic values of our Pro-Tacts™ Standard 
model.   

A built-in shooting shelf provides a convenient 
location for storing extra rounds, magazines, 
and shooting accessories. You can choose 
from two shelf styles; a laminated shelf top that 
features a recessed area or a Dura-Panel™ 

rubber top that provides a resilient, non-skid surface. Both styles are designed to hold items securely 
and accommodate a Sight-Bloc™ shooting rest. 

The additional depth provided by the Pro-View™ at the firing line not only allows amble room for 
instructor and student training but also creates a more private shooting experience for people to 
enjoy.  Adding an optional entry gate to the Pro-View™ shooting divider provides the ultimate in 
privacy and safety.  

 

 

 

Range Systems offers three standard styles of shooting lane dividers and we can custom a style to fit your 
unique needs. 

 

 
 

People will enjoy shooting in their own private shooting stall and can do so with the 
confidence that they are safe from neighboring shooters in the next lane. 

   Pro-Tacts™ Standard      Pro-Tacts™ Clearview      Pro-View™ Premium 


